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 Festivals offer a time and place for groups to celebrate and remember their history and 
culture through exhibits and display, food and fare, arts and crafts demonstrations, and music, 
dance, and performance. For cultural groups that have endured a painful past, cultural festivals 
also serve as mechanisms for reminding them of what was lost, what survived and thrived, and 
what was achieved through perseverance. Scholars, however, have remained slow to capture the 
social-psychological impact that the festive “showing out” has on African Americans. My thesis 
research aims to examine the visceral experiences of contemporary African American cultural 
festivals and to investigate the ways in which the festival site transcends festivity to become a 
space of healing from the psychological injury wrought by historic trauma. This study of the 
transformational healing experiences that take place during these events provides a vital new 
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Welcome to the festival . . . 
The aroma of hickory smoked goodness wafting through the air is the first point of contact 
with the sensory landscape that makes up Raleigh’s 2015 version of the African American 
Cultural Festival. For the past ten Labor Day weekends, thousands have descended on 
Fayetteville Street in the heart of downtown Raleigh, North Carolina, to participate in this two-
day celebration of African American culture and heritage. The festival stretches for four blocks, 
encapsulating performance stages, a commercial vendor marketplace, an art gallery walk, and an 
interactive Family Village area, anchored by the main performance stage. 
Upon entering the festival, one immediately encounters the vibrant colors of the large 
welcome banners and the red, black, and green Black Liberation flags that adorn the festival 
stages and tents. As you enter the food area, the sounds of Motown, Hip Hop, Reggae, Salsa, and 
Reggaeton blare from food trucks and tents, introducing the variety of foods that await your 
palate. Maneuvering through the ever-growing food lines, you encounter a new set of tents that 
leads to the vendor marketplace. White canopies line both sides of Fayetteville Street, displaying 
a wonderfully rich variety of products sold by individual market vendors. The marketplace 
boasts a wide range of clothing, accessories, baskets, natural skin care products, and home décor, 
inviting you to browse a salvo of homemade soaps, oils, and incense; African inspired clothes; 
and everything from Afrocentric children’s books to hand painted artwork on the latest style 
sneakers. Smells from incense named Kush, Egyptian Musk and the ever-popular Barack Obama 
incite the senses, creating the sense of being in a foreign land. 
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As you stroll along the street, you stumble upon the arts and craft area known as the Family 
Village. Families cluster around crafts tables and activity corners to participate in African mask 
making and drum circles, while the Family Village stage features storytellers, dance troupes, 
puppeteers, and choirs. Venture just beyond the Family Village and the landscape opens up into 
the Art Gallery Walk, with tents displaying original artworks on canvas, handcrafted jewelry, 
mixed media creations, leatherwork, dolls, digital art, sculptures, and ceramics. Local artists and 
artisans display a plethora of Afrocentric artwork in every medium. 
Renowned dancer and choreographer Chuck Davis—affectionately known as Baba Chuck—
stands tall in the center of a crowd that gathers around a black and white checkered dance floor 
situated at the center of the festival site. Behind him sit four African drummers and members of 
the African American Dance Ensemble, all dressed in brightly colored African outfits. Baba 
Chuck bellows a long thunderous call of “Ago!,” to which the crowd responds “Ame!” Another 
shout rings out, “Ago!,” as more people from the crowd respond, “Ame!” The call and response 
draws attention as onlookers stop to see what’s going on. Baba Chuck gives a final shout of 
“Ago!,” nodding his head in approval as a unified “Ame!” sounds from the large crowd that has 
formed around the dance floor. Satisfied that he has everyone’s attention, Baba Chuck explains 
that before the festive celebration begins, everyone must gather around for the pouring out of the 
sacrificial libation to acknowledge the African ancestors. After the dedication to the ancestors, 
Baba Chuck calls for the drummers to play various African rhythms, as he explains the different 
cadences and dances that accompany the music. He sings along with the music and calls 
members of the African American Dance Ensemble to demonstrate the corresponding dances to 
the audience. The pulsating beat of the drums and high energy of the performers arouses the 
largely African American crowd, as they start to clap and cheer on the dancers. Spectators whip 
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out their cellphones to record the performance, while photographers scurry around the dance 
floor to capture the moment. Cries of “Alright now!” ring from the crowd as festival-goers 
communicate their impression of the high energy, polyrhythmic movements. The dancers begin 
to pull children, men, and women from the crowd to join in the dance. Cheers from the crowd 
root on the unsuspecting participants, as high praises roar for small children or elders who dare 
to give the crowd a thrill. A panoramic view would capture a flurry of activity surrounding the 
performance, engaging both performers and spectators. 
Gathered around the checkered dance floor, the crowd is engaged not only in the 
performance, but also by what is being displayed and enacted. This ceremonial performance 
creates a sense of connectedness with Africa, and a place of safety and comfort for celebrating 
Africanness in America. The African rhythms, movements, and sounds, enclosed in a festive 
frame, activate a joyful celebration of shared history. The use of the shekere gourd and djembe 
drum reveal a reverence for a shared relationship between Africa and its diaspora, with sacred 
objects and images playing a key role in the symbolic process. This moment represents a 
community bringing itself into being through performance. Such festive “timeouts” from the 
oppressive domination of mind, body and soul have long been a feature of African American 
culture (Abrahams 1992, 224). Contemporary cultural festivals still provide a space for African 
Americans to negotiate their Africanness in American society. Within this space, performers and 
audiences take part in shared expressions of group identity that solidify the festival as a site of 




African Americans have been socialized from birth to recognize, negotiate, and navigate in 
the white-dominated society of the United States (hooks, 1997). Within this context, they have 
struggled to find socially healthy spaces in the midst of failing school districts, discrimination in 
employment, economic disparities, racial profiling, increased health risks, poverty, and high 
mortality rates. In the pain of this upheaval, African Americans labor unremittingly to shake off 
the agony of unequal treatment. It is this effort that calls us to rework our grief through cultural 
expression (Fullilove 2004, 227). In thinking about festivals as sites for reworking grief, I’m led 
to the work of social psychiatrist Mindy Thompson Fullilove, who explores the traumatic stress 
reaction to urban renewal in African American communities; she calls this response “root 
shock.” In Root Shock: How Tearing Up City Neighborhoods Hurts America, And What We Can 
Do About It, Fullilove argues that for African Americans, the effort to address and remedy the 
chaos set in motion by the slave trade and all that has followed “calls us to rework our grief 
through cultural expression” (2004, 227). She points to the festival, in turn, as a key site for “the 
ultimate re-working of grief” (2004, 228). It is with this concept in mind that my thesis seeks to 
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look beyond the fanfare typically associated with festivals, and to explore these events in a larger 
context of social-cultural engagement as a space of healing. 
Festivals offer a time and place for groups to celebrate and remember their history and 
culture through exhibits and displays; food and fare; arts and crafts demonstrations; and music, 
dance, and performance. For cultural groups that have endured a painful past, cultural festivals 
also serve as mechanisms for reminding them of what was lost, what survived and thrived, and 
what was achieved through perseverance (Gay 2007, 5). While explorations of African American 
celebrations began as early as Herskovitz’s 1941 study on the retention of African aesthetics in 
Black expressive culture, scholars have remained slow to capture the social-psychological impact 
that the festive “showing out” has on African Americans. My ethnographic study fills a void 
among current works by presenting an important aspect of the transformative experiences at 
cultural festivals that allow festival-goers to address the traumas of the past. 
For this ethnographic case study, I attended over ten African American cultural festivals in 
the North Carolina Triangle area, seeking to discover how these cultural festivals functioned in 
understanding and defining blackness. The responses to my interviews and surveys led me to 
identify a common thread in the experiences of festival visitors, one in which they reported 
drawing on a deeper sense of connection that was fleshed out through an unspoken—but 
commonly understood—experience of being present and in communion with each other at the 
event.  
My thesis research aims to examine the visceral experiences of contemporary African 
American cultural festivals and to investigate the ways in which the festival site transcends 
festivity to become a space of healing from the psychological injury wrought by historic trauma. 
Drawing on the scholarship on festival, performance theory, and heightened engagement, I 
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propose that African American cultural festivals act as a temporally bounded form of milieu 
therapy;1 in so doing, they become a mechanism for heightened engagement that provides a 
space of healing. I define healing in this light as the social power, unified pride, and affirming 
sense of belonging that emerges from the communion of like-minded people gathered in festive 
celebration of their existence. The festival’s power to bring about healing resides in the members 
of the community. The festival becomes, in essence, a meeting place where invisible powers are 
given material form; the material comes to serve the spiritual, and the spiritual serves to heal. 
This study of the transformational healing experiences that take place during these events 
provides a vital new perspective on African American cultural festivals. 
Questions & Methods 
This thesis recognizes that participants’ relationships to African American cultural 
festivals—practical and symbolic—make them important sites of gathering, physiological 
intervention, and communal identity affirmation. In my attempt to explore how black cultural 
festivals help us to understand and interpret black culture, I sought to discover what goes on in 
this particular bounded space and time that allows healing to happen. In the end, this thesis will 
help us to capture the intention of festival organizers, the experience of the festivals’ 
attendees/celebrants, and the experiences of performers and vendors, to reveal how these various 
experiences provide sources of healing. 
                                                     
1 Broadly defined, milieu therapy denotes the strategic use of the physical and the social 
environment to promote therapeutic interactions and positive patient outcomes. For some 40 
years, milieu therapy has been the framework for explaining how in-patient nurses draw upon 
relationships and the context of treatment to facilitate positive change (Delaney 2009). I discuss 




My fieldwork included festival attendance, conducting interviews and gathering surveys 
from festival organizers, vendors, and attendees, and garnering post-festival evaluations from 
festival participants and staff. While I center my analysis on the two largest African American 
cultural festivals in North Carolina’s Triangle region—the African American Cultural Festival of 
Raleigh and Wake County (AACF), and the African American Cultural Celebration (AACC) at 
Raleigh’s North Carolina Museum of History—for this thesis I chose to focus on the powerful 
narratives that emerged from my fieldwork at the 2015 AACF. 
Data collection occurred over the course of two years, and included both structured and 
semi-structured interviews with—and surveys collected from—collaborators, consultants, 
festival participants, and attendees. Over this period, I spoke with long-time and first-time 
festival participants, performers, organizers, and marketplace and food vendors. My research 
consultants included Charles “Baba Chuck” Davis, founder of the world-renowned African 
American Dance Ensemble, and long-time participant of Black cultural festivals; palm-reader, 
spiritual advisor, and first-time festival participant, Antionetta Kenion; festival visitor Tony 
Craddock, a father who brought his mixed-race son to the festival to prompt a deeper exploration 
of his son’s Black identity; and exemplar of Afrocentric style Latasha Brown, who had traveled 
all the way from Richmond to attend Raleigh’s African American Cultural Festival. 
I have organized the thesis around three main themes, each of which will unfold as its own 
section: “Showing Up,” “Showing Out,” and “Showing Ourselves Approved.” Overall, I will 
draw heavily from Mindy Fullilove’s theory on the symbolic function of festival and how it 
relates to milieu therapy, and on William H. Wiggins’s seminal work exploring the emotional 
power of African American celebrations, to strengthen my analysis of the festival experience. I 
will also utilize Toni Pressley-Sanon’s work on performing memory, as well as Roger 
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Abrahams’ work on African American celebratory traditions and the transformative energy 
therein. I will conclude my thesis by discussing how this research contributes to larger cultural 









II. SHOWING UP: CREATING A SACRED SPACE 
African Americans have long struggled to find culturally safe spaces of social inclusion and 
acceptance. Cultural scholar bell hooks asserts that the historico‐cultural “starting point” for 
African Americans is that—in the eyes of white America—they are understood as “other,” as 
abject, as potentially dangerous to the social order of society; as such, they need to be separated 
out and bounded, and designated as not “belonging.” Thus, African Americans have been 
socialized to recognize, negotiate, and navigate in the white-dominated society of the United 
States from birth (hooks 1997). In an effort to become and remain psychologically and socially 
healthy within this context, African Americans have carved out alternative spaces that provided 
an escape from the harshness of inequality, where they could replenish their mental health. Many 
scholars have explored these alternative spaces, arguing that they provided critical ‘safe havens’ 
where those who were excluded from the privileges of the dominant society could not only 
gather, share experiences, and be themselves within an accepting environment, but also create 
and nurture sustaining cultural expressions (see, i.e., Abrahams 1991, Kelley 1994, Philo et al. 
2005, Pinfold 2000). Public cultural festivals provide precisely this kind of a space for African 
Americans. Approaching such festivals as systems of sights, sounds, and symbols designed to 
affect both festival participants and visitors permits us to examine the subtle but powerful 
processes by which festivals unfold as spaces of social belonging for African Americans.  
II.1: “We need to recognize” 
Tara Jones’s outstretched arm points to the bustling vendors’ marketplace that she was using 
as a visual example to explain what motivated her to attend Raleigh’s African American Cultural 
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Festival. Jones, who just recently relocated to North Carolina from Charleston, South Carolina, 
told me she had been invited to come out to the AACF by her friend Casaundra Craddock, who 
sat perched alongside her atop a concrete wall that lined the sidewalk and framed the 
marketplace. The pair looked like two school girls as they delighted in their festival drinks that 
came by way of a fresh cut half pineapple, garnished with an umbrella, and filled to the brim 
with juice. Since Casaundra and Tara looked to be taking in a bird’s eye view of the festival, I 
wanted to hear their observations, wondering about their motivation for attending. 
“Just look—look at the colors of the displays, of the different business owners. It shows the 
creativity of us collectively as a people,” Tara said. “When you can have somebody who can 
make jewelry from crystals, or somebody who can make bags, like—there are so many things 
that are handmade. It just shows the continued ingenuity of our people.” She noted that this was 
particularly special when set against the backdrop of mass produced goods and products from 
mainstream companies and large industries. “We don’t get to see that some of us still have these 
gifts.” Nodding her head in agreement, Casaundra stated that her motivation for attending the 
AACF was simply to be among people who understood the world in the same way that she did, 
in celebration of their existence.  
Although the two went on to say many other things about their festival experience, it was 
what Casaundra brought up next that brought deeper context to the festival space. She explained 
that what she enjoyed most about the festival was the opportunity to see African American 
women celebrated. Until that moment, I had not thought about gender roles in the festival space, 
or about how the socio-cultural implications of those roles played out at the festival. “I’m happy 
to see we [African American women] are celebrated,” she stated. “I’m happy to see that we 
celebrate ourselves and the things that we can create, and know that it’s okay to do that.” 
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Casaundra admitted to being disappointed at what she considered the historical lack of 
recognition for the extraordinary contributions that African American women have made 
towards advancement of the race. Gesturing toward the food vendors across the intersection, she 
added, “Look at how all these beautiful black women have prepared the food with their hands!” 
She pointed out the long line of customers that extended into the street from the food truck where 
they had purchased their pineapple drinks. “I celebrate them,” she said. “They’re, what, making 
ten dollars off of the pineapples that you go to the store and buy for three dollars? Their 
ingenuity is making money for their families.” Nodding in approval, she then gestured again 
towards the vendor’s marketplace: “Look at how black women are taking what they’ve learned 
from their ancestors. How to read tarot cards,” she said, pointing to one booth; “to tell stories,” 
she continued, pointing to a booth selling children’s books; “stuff we learned from ancestors, 
from generations and generations. Just different things of what have been trades and things from 
our past that tells our future. These things need to be celebrated. You know, but no one tells that 
story.”  
As Tara listened to what Casaundra had to say, she nodded her head in agreement and 
chimed into the conversation, also noting the unrecognized role and contributions of African 
American women. “African American women have held our culture together from slavery to 
now. When our [African American] men were forced to go and we had to stay with whatever 
fragmented families we had left, we held it together.” Casaundra continued, “Even as we moved 
from slavery and we moved into northern cities to try to progress and do things, and men still 
weren’t allowed in the homes because of government policies that if a man was in the home you 
couldn’t get certain benefits, we still held the family together. Through all of those things, we’ve 
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been the glue.” Extending her point, Casaundra added, “But I don’t think anybody recognizes 
who we are and what we’ve done except for us. I mean, the [African American] women.”  
Like Casaundra, Tara revealed that she had been disappointed by that lack of 
acknowledgement, particularly on the part of black men. “It’s time for somebody besides us to 
advocate for us. It seems like some collective group of African American men needs to stand up 
and say, ‘we need to recognize,’” Tara proclaimed. She also declared that African American 
women are “the singular most educated group on this planet, and nobody knows it, because that 
is not the public perception.”  
Gesturing a panoramic sweep with her arm, Tara identified the festival and the things she 
was witnessing and experiencing there as a space of uplift and appreciation for African American 
women “that is rarely ever recognized in the mainstream culture. . . . That’s what I see it when I 
walk through here. When you see almost every booth here is run by an African American 
woman, it’s beautiful.”  
Tara and Casaundra went on to reflect about how the important contributions of African 
Americans as a whole to the American landscape are minimized, and how they’re virtually 
ignored in education. “Our society doesn’t really lend itself to celebrating our culture, especially 
us as women,” said Tara. “So that’s why it’s important for us to have festivals like these. If we 
don’t come to this festival, we won’t see it; we won’t see our accomplishments, or our 
appreciation for one another.” “Exactly,” chimed in Casaundra. “No one will know.” Tara and 
Casaundra’s reflection on the AACF as a space where they found uplift and appreciation as 
African American women offers us a compelling window into the ways that festivals become 




Participants actively engage all that is performed, enacted, and displayed at festivals. As 
such, what is acted and displayed elicits a clear response. It is in this response—like the one 
exemplified in Tara and Casaundra’s testimony—that we see how the unique phenomenon of 
festival creates a space for African Americans to find social inclusion and acceptance. Tara and 
Casaundra’s observations brought them to a meeting point that unveiled their shared desire to see 
the contributions of African American women fully acknowledged. Through their testimony, we 
encounter a moment where the festival creates a visual microcosm of the entrepreneurship, 
creativity, resilience and ingenuity of African American women that is not only seen, but also 
experienced. In this, Tara and Casaundra are carried from a celebration of Black world-making 
to the discovery of a space where African American women are brought to the forefront and 
celebrated. The history of African American women’s struggles, negative perceptions, and 
invisibility come into stark relief as feelings of pride, kinship, and belonging allow Tara and 
Casaundra to find a spiritual and emotional home at the festival. Through their experience, we 
can begin to understand how cultural festivals emerge as spaces of social belonging for African 
Americans.  
II.2: Festivals as Spaces of Social Belonging 
What runs through Tara and Casaundra’s testimony reflects their ability to step into a place 
of positive acceptance and comfort created at the festival. Scholar bell hooks identifies this 
process of safe-space creation, when happening in the everyday, as the making of “homeplace.” 
In her essay “Homeplace: A Site of Resistance,” hooks points out the need for African 
Americans to create spiritually “safe” spaces apart from the dominant society where they could 
develop, love, and nurture themselves. These spaces were a powerful agent in allowing a 
subversive culture to thrive. For African American women, “the task of making homeplace was 
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not simply a matter of women providing service,” she writes; “it was about the construction of a 
safe place where black people could affirm one another and by doing so heal many of the 
wounds inflicted by racist domination. This task of making a homeplace, of making home a 
community of resistance, has been shared by black women globally” (hooks, 1990, 42).  
As folklorist William H. Wiggins points out, celebration fellowship has long been closely 
associated with the concept of “home.” Noting that terms like “down-home” often refer to a 
sense of place shared by a particular group of people, rather than a site of a kin-group’s 
residence, he argues that: “Socially, ‘home’ implies a much broader kinship system than the 
nuclear family; it is a sentiment of ‘corporateness’ or a cultural concept which reflects the 
intermingling of nuclear members family members, other kinsmen, and non-kinsmen” (Wiggins 
1987, 79). In creating the festival structure, festival organizers engage in the invention of a place 
where the idea and value in homeplace is birthed. The structural space creates a public 
homeplace, one whose visual array of objects, fabrics, and colors invites people to come and take 
in the sights of this utopian space. Just as hooks describes the ways that textures and patterns 
historically served as metaphysical tools of resistance while creating a “homeplace” for black 
families living in the colonized world of white supremacy (1990), so too does the visual 
environment of the festival helping to solidify the space as a site of pride and self-determination. 
The clustered white tents that line Fayetteville Street at AACF, for example, are adorned with 
vivid African prints, and with symbolic and social/political images and signs. Their textures, 
bright colors, and visual vitality induce festival-goers to focus on the sense of communion and 
restorative power made available at the festival site. The uplifting aesthetics nourish an intimacy 
and a sense of unity of African and African American culture. In this context, the festival 
becomes a community site at which contemporary African Americans step into a longstanding 
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legacy of taking the larger structure and making it your own space—a space of belonging. In 
African American history, festivals have long served this purpose. 
As early as the period of enslavement, African Americans created spaces where the African 
aesthetics and cultural expressions that survived the Middle Passage and remade themselves in 
America could live and thrive. Addressing the roots of this process in North America, folklorist 
Roger Abrahams writes that enslaved Africans were able to cultivate their cultural identity 
through festive cultural expressions during holidays and celebratory events such as weddings and 
corn shuckings. It was in these “sacred spaces” that African peoples, plagued by oppressive 
living conditions, were able to outwardly express their humanity; they did so by marshalling 
their shared understandings of movement, rhythm, sound, music, food, and exchange of ideas in 
festive celebration (Abrahams 1991, 17). In today’s time, the heirs of these celebratory 
gatherings—public cultural festivals—still provide a space for African Americans to actively 
shape and reclaim their culture, affirm their identity, and showcase their resilience through a 
variety of cultural performances. 
The types of performances and exhibits presented within the festive frame offer an unveiling 
of a community’s desires, values, and collective consciousness that can otherwise remain 
cloaked in day-to-day interactions. An amplified replication of “homeplace” allows the invisible 
to become visible in a space of African American dominance, thus enhancing the festival space’s 
possibilities for transformative communication through a language of sights and sounds. In the 
example of Tara and Casaundra, the festival marketplace, food areas, art-walk gallery, and 
performance stages present an opportunity for them to see the strides and accomplishments of 
African American women. The feeling of being in communion with other African American 
women created a sense of unity, allowing their pride in a moment of visibility at the festival to 
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reveal itself in a powerful way. The nourishing experienced within this moment activates 
relationships of kinship, and in so doing creates an atmosphere of social belonging. In moments 
like these, festivals function as much more than events that provide what folklorist Alessandro 
Falassi calls a “time out” from reality (1987, 4). They become community spaces where African 









III. “SHOWING OUT”  
Latasha Brown appeared at the festival as the quintessential image of African pride. She 
adorned her faced with gold, white, and blue tribal-like makeup that formed an s-shaped design 
across her right cheek, stretched up between her eyes, and curved across the left side of her 
forehead. As a complement to her face paint, she wore large, gold necklace adorned with a 
sizable medal emblem shaped into an image of the iconic African mask. Latasha’s face paint and 
large jewelry got attention from passersby, but it was her hairstyle that perhaps stood out as her 
strongest statement. Latasha stylized her iconic cornrows by shaving the back of her head in a 
design that she said reflected African art. This hairstyle drew attention and questions from many 
other attendees, who admired her hair and wanted to take pictures of it. Latasha further 
embellished her Afrocentric look by wearing cowry shells earrings that matched the ones that 
were braided into her hair.  
Much like the people gathered around her, I stopped to ask about her hairstyle and what she 
thought about the reactions she was getting to it. “I’m loving the love right now,” Latasha said, 
blushing at the flattery. “I love the way people are reacting—that they are appreciating this 
hairstyle, the make-up; they’re asking questions, and just showing love.” Latasha had traveled 
two and a half hours from Richmond, Virginia, to attend the festival, and it was clear that she 
had come to make a statement. 
As I took my own pictures of her hair, we discussed the intention of her style and what went 
into putting together her look for the festival. “I just wanted to do it up for the festival,” she 
stated. “I love the way African women look when the have on their tribal clothes, or when they 
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have a more conventional look with all the African colors and patterns. I chose to go all out 
because it’s the African American festival, and I wanted to represent African beauty here.” 
Latasha had attended the festival in prior years, but this was her first time returning to the festival 
in four years. “We have the Happily Natural Day festival in Richmond, but it’s nowhere near this 
big. I missed coming here in the last few years. I knew it was going to be big, and I just wanted 
to go all out to be a part of it,” Latasha said, laughing.   
 
Her hairstyle took two days to complete and culminated the efforts from both her hair stylist 
and her barber. Her tiny cornrows were braided upwards in a design that resembled a high 
ponytail bun that was cornrowed to the half-way point of the back of her head. She puffed out 
the loose ends into a small Afro puff that topped her head. As a part of the design, a few 
cornrows were braided the opposite direction and dangled off the sides of her head; she adorned 
these with cowry shells on the end for flare. As a final touch, a few cornrows were braided 
downward and draped in the center of her forehead with a single cowry shell in the middle. 
Latasha, who says she mostly does her own hair, had her hair done by a hairdresser for this style. 
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“It took her [her hairdresser] about two hours to do the whole thing. I had my barber Antonio 
style the back,” she explained. Latasha attributed the art design shaved in the back of her head to 
her barber, who crafted the design by hand with a single razor blade. “This is definitely more 
than just a style. It’s a lifestyle,” Latasha declared. “It’s an understanding and an appreciation of 
Africa, black style, black talent, and our artistic genius.”  
Besides the crowd reactions, I wanted to understand what motivated Latasha to present 
herself the way that she did at the festival, and what her Afrocentric look communicated about 
her. “I just wanted to come out here and represent ‘black is beautiful.’ This outfit, the hair, 
makeup is all just my way of showing that I understand and appreciate where I come from,” she 
explained. “There is a feeling you get when you dress this way. It’s something powerful. People 
approach you differently; men approach and talk to me differently. It’s always ‘hey sis’ or 
‘excuse me queen’—there’s a certain level of respect and appreciation that comes with dressing 
Afrocentric.” She further expounded, “Just look at how many complements I’m getting right 
now. I would never get these kinds of complements just walking down the street.” 
In thinking back to the sense of belonging that the festival had created for Tara Jones and 
Casaundra Craddock, where they found affirmation and appreciation as African American 
women, I thought that Latasha’s experience of finding a space of acceptance in her expressions 
of Afrocentricity was powerfully similar. Latasha observed that the festival presented itself as a 
place where could practice her agency through the art of Afrocentric adornment, and not only be 
publicly accepted, but also celebrated in a way that was uniquely different from that of her 
everyday life.  
Continuing our conversation about her self-presentation, she wanted me to understand that 
her appearance wasn’t motivated by a need for attention, but rather as a statement that 
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symbolized her racial pride, one that she hoped could motivate others to want to do the same. 
“This outfit isn’t like a costume that I pull out once a year for the festival. I don’t get to wear 
these pieces [referring to her jewelry] often, but my hair is natural [meaning free of chemical 
manipulation, or fake hair]. I wear my hair in all sorts of natural hairstyles, and I’m liable to 
wear any of these pieces on any given day,” she asserted. “But I knew that I could wear all this 
here and not be stared at by people, or feel alienated the way I do sometimes—even by other 
Black people.” She continued, “I wish we had this every day. Just people appreciating each 
other’s piece of Africa.”  
It was important for Latasha to make the clear distinction between what she considered to be 
exhibitionism in the sense of spectacle, and exhibiting herself with the intention of sparking a 
reaction that would invoke relatedness through racial pride. From this we can infer that Latasha 
understood the unique opportunity that the festival space provided for her to be able to dress and 
behave with an agency and intention that can be looked at as performative. Therefore, we can 
start to see how festival becomes a space for social belonging that’s especially suited for social 
performance. We can also start to look at the type of performative behavior exemplified through 
Latasha’s overt embodiment of Afrocentricity as a performance of culture. In her own words, “I 
did it up because I knew there were going to be a lot of people here today and I just wanted to 
represent. I knew we were all going to be out here, showing out with the music and the dancing, 
doing it big, just loving blackness.”  
*       *       *       *       *       *       * 
Latasha Brown’s story—like those of Tara Jones and Casaundra Craddock—exemplifies the 
ways that festivals provide spaces of comfort and acceptance where participants can practice 
cultural agency. All three African American women recognized the AACF as a unique space to 
experience acceptance and appreciation for African American ingenuity—expressed through 
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culinary skills in the case of Tara and Casaundra, and through Afrocentric adornment and style in 
the case of Latasha. All three were pointing to varieties of festival performance. The difference 
between behavior and performance is that behavior is everything we do, while performance is 
that which we do with agency—as a statement, for a purpose. We can look at various behaviors, 
enactments, and interactions at festivals as eminently performative. The temporal “time out” 
from everyday life, and the energy and excitement that induces the specialized behaviors enacted 
within the festival frame, open up opportunities for the kind of overt, statement-provoking social 
performances that many African Americans call “showing out.” As we examine African 
American cultural festivals as sites for re-working grief, it is important to understand how the 
various forms of performative “showing out” contribute to this process.  
The expression “showing out,” for African Americans, references the intrinsic needs to shed 
any and all senses of white cultural dominance and interference and allow the full bloom of 
Africanness to explode and flourish. Whereas some forms of cultural performance, such as 
rituals, commemorative gestures, and ceremonies, are held in order to consciously (and often 
collectively) remember a traumatic past, “showing out” is deliberate and ostensibly proactive, 
and is instrumental in this process of healing. “Showing out” points to the intentional 
commemorative gestures that participants perform in order to provoke a sense of pride. In the 
case of the festival site, “showing out” appears in a myriad of ways, and might be considered as a 
healthy and therapeutic expression of the adage, “actions speak louder than words.” 
Reconnecting the proverbial web is performed through varying overt enactments of cultural 





III.1: “Our history was preserved through the dance” 
Like in the story of Latasha, visitors at the AACF play a role in how group identity is 
communicated, displayed, performed, and shared. This is also a huge role for the festival 
performers. None more so than Baba Chuck. As a world-renowned African dancer and teacher 
actively involved in dancing for over 50 years, one would be hard pressed to miss the towering 
stature of Charles “Baba Chuck” Davis as he leads the procession of the elders. In 2015, Baba 
Chuck doesn’t possess the ability to dance the way he once did, but his commanding voice and 
directional clap keeps the cadence of the procession, revealing that mentally he’s never lost a 
step. “We are invoking the power of the African ancestors,” he announces to the crowd that has 
followed along the procession for four blocks from one end of the festival site to the other. This 
is the one and only moment where the normally relaxed, jovial, unencumbered atmosphere of the 
event submits to abstinence, propriety, and reverence. It’s very important to Baba Chuck that this 
moment is “signified” and enacted with respect and dignity.  
He marks the end of the procession as the time for invoking the sacred and connecting the 
festival space with the spiritual realm. He is celebratory, but stern, in the process. He silences the 
drums and music, halts the dancing, quiets all forms of verbal noise from his accompanying 
performers, and there, standing tall and firm without a word, he patiently waits on the crowd to 
follow suit. In the silence, Baba Chuck calls for all able-bodied elders present to gather around to 
perform a libation. The pouring of libation is an essential ceremonial tradition that gives homage 
to the ancestors. He puts emphasis in every gesture and utterance as he pours the libation’s 
stream on the ground, accompanying it with appropriate words of thanksgiving for God’s 
continued blessing on creation. This ritual act symbolizes the awakening of the ancestors. The 
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libation is not complete without a bare minimum of thanking the ancestors while requesting 
support, stability, clarity, spiritual cleansing, or protection.  
With everyone’s attention on him, Baba Chuck explains that the ceremonial process begins 
by awakening the ancestors, after which, “if you are pouring libation prior to a public event, you 
ask for blessings for that event or those in attendance.” When the ceremony is over, and all the 
rites of ritual ceremony have been properly and respectfully enacted, he deems the festival 
officially blessed. As if a shepherd granting his flock permission to go out to pasture, Baba 
Chuck once again shouts out an “Ago!,” waits for an “Ame!,” and then orchestrates the 
reassembling of the festival.   
The commemorative opening ceremony’s ties to the world of spirits and ancestors 
symbolize a return to origins prior to enslavement. During the opening performance and 
procession, visitors not only get exposure to African movement, polyrhythms, talking drums, and 
language, but also glimpse African heritage principles that existed prior to the conditions of 
slavery. In such ceremonies, visitors have an opportunity to observe and connect with the 
ancestral past through the invocation of the sacred. As exemplified in Baba Chuck’s opening, the 
pouring of the libation acknowledges both those who have passed and the tradition that the 
ancestors still live with us. This ritual practice reaches back to West African religious traditions 
that affirm that the ancestors continue to oversee and guide community life. This 
commemorative ceremony thus fosters a sense of unification to Africa, while also creating a 
place of safety and comfort in celebrating the Africanness in America. 
Leading this opening ceremony has been Baba Chuck’s role in the AACF since its inception 
15 years ago, before the festival was renamed and relocated to Fayetteville Street. After the 
ceremony ended, it took Baba Chuck a half-hour to work his way through the crowd of admirers 
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and well-wishers, photo requests, and handshakes. He invited me to accompany him to the 
performers’ staging area in the hotel right across the street from the festival, where a slot of 
conference meeting rooms had been reserved for festival performers. Baba Chuck sat down at 
one of the dining tables, propping up his swollen feet and reaching for a much-desired glass of 
ice water. He began to explain what he saw as his role in the festival experience. “As the mayor 
said this morning, ‘When you stand on the stage, and you look down, all you see is a sea of 
humanity,’” said Baba Chuck. “We have hundreds of visitors who are watching the different 
performances; they’re watching the different performers—they see the elders, and we make sure 
that when we’re doing this opening, it doesn’t begin unless the elders are present,” he 
proclaimed. “No—even if I was the only one out there, by myself—it’s important to understand 
the ceremony to honor the ancestors is a necessary part of the festival, and that it’s required to 
precede the festival, and to include a march of the elder members of society who were in 
attendance.” He elaborated by saying, “Next to the Creator, you have the ancestors. So who 
next? The elders. In that order.” After answering his own rhetorical question, Baba Chuck 
continued: “The elders’ presence is key, as they are ones who receive the knowledge from the 
ancestors, which helps us to move forward. That’s why the elders’ march is so important.” With 
the same conviction he displayed during the opening ceremony, Baba Chuck explained how the 
elders of the community in many African cultures are the keepers of the knowledge and 
traditions that help African peoples move forward and thrive. Thus, the elders of the community 
are the necessary glue that links and connects ancestral knowledge and traditions to 
contemporary cultural practices.  
It is in the performative practices of ancestral offerings, elder processions, drum calls, and 
group dance that Baba Chuck believes African Americans can connect to keep the traditions of 
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their African heritage alive. “That’s where the fire comes from,” he exclaimed. Jumping in his 
chair, he said “We [the elders] want you to learn, we want you [the ominous ‘you’ referring to 
African American youth] to be proud of who you are, and know about where you come from. 
Yes, you have your own history, you have your own language, you have your own dance, you 
have your own attire, and you do have a sense of pride of your own [explicitly African 
American] heritage, but what is it?”  
In understanding Baba Chuck’s role in the festival as performer, tradition bearer, and 
exemplar of African dance, I thought it was important to understand role that he thought African 
dance played as part of the opening ceremony, particularly in the ways it contributed to the 
understanding of African American culture. “Our history was preserved through the dance, 
gestures, movements, depending on your ethno-ethnicity [meaning the various regions where 
enslaved Africans derived before they were captured],” Baba Chuck explained. “That’s why we 
can have a Gombey [a group dance done primarily in Bermuda, but rooted in Africa] and you’ll 
respond one way [he pointed to the camera man], and she’ll [pointing to me] respond another, or 
may not respond at all,” he said. “Because her [pointing to me] DNA is saying, ‘this is the 
rhythm of my people,’ and your [pointing back to the camera man] DNA may not respond to that 
beat.” Baba Chuck explained that this distinction is why the art of dance is so important in 
preserving African history and informing African American culture and heritage. That is to say, 
that it is important to understand that the enslaved Africans who were brought to the New World 
came from vastly different regions of the African continent where different foods, customs, 
languages, and overall different understandings of the world came between them as they were 
corralled together on slave ships and placed under servitude together on plantations. Baba Chuck 
suggests that these regional and cultural distinctions presented different understandings of sound, 
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rhythm, and movement as well. He asserts that African American culture was therefore created 
by the amalgamation of all the different understanding that cultivated the formation of a 
distinguishing culture. It is in this contextual understanding that we can recognize the importance 
of dance as a tool for not only learning African American history, but also gaining an 
understanding of Africa and African culture through rhythm and movement. This, in turn, “helps 
us better understand ourselves,” Baba Chuck asserts. “Don’t forget, coming over in that slave 
ship we communicated through sound and rhythm. There’s a story that we danced on the deck of 
the slave ship for exercise. We did not dance,” he asserts. “We moved. You only dance to 
freedom.” 
III.2: Embodied Performance of Culture and Identity 
 
Folklorist Beverly Stoeltje (1992) argues that in all socially based festivals, the messages 
will be directly related to the social circumstances of the communities they represent. Thus, what 
is exhibited and displayed at these festivals will be self-conscious expressions of their 
communities. Drawing from Stoeltje, I asked Baba Chuck about the message in his performance, 
and what he hoped people got from it. “One, is that there is a culture. African Americans do have 
a culture,” he replied. “African Americans do have a heritage. We have organization. We have 
the ability to reach out and touch many different spheres. We stretch the gambit,” he said. “These 
types of festival helps Black people know a bit more about who they are. Because there are so 
many walking around, they know—no, they hear, but they don’t know,” declared Baba Chuck. 
“This type of festival, and festivals like it across the country, are designed to help people 




For Baba Chuck, this “strengthening knowledge” happens through ritual drama. In festival 
settings, ritual dramas can encompass a wide range of performance forms, stretching from skits 
and acted-out theater to reenactments, cultural rituals, and musical performances that go beyond 
storytelling to visually present history acted out in real time. In African American cultural 
festivals, ritual dramas are performed in order to consciously invoke a traumatic past (Pressley-
Sanon 2011, 58). These dramatized artistic performances present themselves as relatable 
visualizations of the past for those who couldn’t otherwise imagine the circumstances being 
referenced. As Baba Chuck observed, visitors can feel the connections, even if they don’t 
consciously recognize them. 
Such invocations, though, needn’t only be performed. The objects of material culture at the 
festival site also act as performative props for “showing out” the desire to reclaim an African 
aesthetic. If we approach the festival as a site where materials and symbols perform in ways that 
affect both the performers and the audience, then we can examine the subtle but powerful 
processes by which symbolic objects and images can transcend the subjective and speak to group 
identity (Stoeltje 1988, 6). 
*       *       *       *       *       *       * 
The Art Gallery Walk lines both sides of Fayetteville Street with tents displaying original art 
created by local artists and nationally known ones from across the country. The passing chatter 
of visitors strolling along the corridor captures the awe-inspired response to both the harshly 
truthful and the positive representations of blackness in the paintings, clay works, and other 
crafts. This area of the festival creates a space for communication between Africa and its 
diaspora through objects of reunification. The artwork of Carren Clarke-McAdoo, a clay sculptor 
from Richmond, Virginia, exemplifies this connection. Carren’s booth displays over 50 hand-
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crafted sculptures of individually characterized faces of African women that she designed for a 
series she titled Beauty.  
 
All of her creations are imbued with earth tones related to clay, iron, and steel, along with 
hues of honey, green, and blue. Though the intricately designed faces are distinctly different, 
Carren unifies the series by including African symbols that connect their identities to distinct 
regions of Africa. The symbol that appears most in Carren’s work is the ever-popular “Gye 
Nyame” Adinkra symbol of the Akan people of Ghana, which means “except for God.” This 
proverbial symbol reflects the all-knowing power of God and the strong religious ethics of the 
Ghanaian people. In using this and other symbols in her work, Carren speaks to many African 
Americans’ desire to be connected to Africa. Such objects of reunification create an unspoken 
communication between festival participants and festival visitors, and in so doing activate 
relationships of group identity. 
Moving further down the Art Gallery walk, one is immersed in expressions of racial pride, 
captured in items like posters, photographs, calendars, and books that feature images of Black 
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Nationalist thinkers like Malcolm X and Angela Davis. If the Black liberation t-shirts in one 
booth could talk, they would tell the story of designer Rodney Johnson, founder of Power In One 
Clothing, who traveled to the festival to promote a line of social/politically conscious t-shirts that 
declare messages of unity. One of the t-shirts reads, “Guided by the Ancestors,” with the words 
embedded in an outline of the African continent, above a silhouetted hand with a finger pointing 
up to the sky. Images for social change like the ones in Rodney’s booth promote not only the 
idea of unity with Africa, but also a social consciousness embracing one’s own identity. Here, we 
begin to see what folklorist William H. Wiggins has called the “circus of symbols” (1987, 79), 
where objects on every side communicate a set of shared messages. Symbolic images like these 
t-shirts, the ubiquitous black liberation flags, and even the ever-popular Fulani earrings all take 
on a performative role.  
The festival provides a gathering space for the transfer of ideas through images, collectibles, 
mementos, and even articles of clothing that show how people remake themselves through the 
memories of designated/symbolic objects. Folklorist Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett discusses the 
ways in which objects encode memories and stimulate life review. She suggests that through the 
making, arranging, and remaking of objects, people can make, arrange, and remake themselves 
(Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1989). Just look, for example, at the ways that the West African djembe 
and bass drums, so iconically steeped in African heritage, become memory objects at the festival. 
They not only lead the procession through their rhythms and cadences, but also communicate to 
both performers and audience when to change dances and words to the songs. As a potent 
cultural marker, the drum activates a relationship to, and connection between, people all over the 
diaspora who resonate with the sounds and rhythms as something familiar; this familiarity in 
turn, creates a sense of belonging. Speaking through a language of materials, objects and 
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images—drums, sculpted clay heads, t-shirt graphics, and so much more—are able to effect 
transformative communication that reminds festival participants of Africa’s role in creating an 
African American identity.  
Much like the way Kirshenblatt-Gimblett discusses how people make, arrange, and remake 
themselves through objects of memory, festival visitors dress and groom themselves in protest 
message clothing, African regalia, and other forms of adornment to reflect their raised African 
consciousness and Black Nationalist ideologies. Instead of suits or dresses, they dress in 
dashikis, Rastafarian crowns (knitted hats that are seen as protectors of sacred dreadlocks from 
the outside elements), and Kemetic (ancient Egyptian), West African, and East African inspired 
jewelry. This practice calls to mind renowned folklorist Zora Neale Hurston’s observation that 
one of the primary characteristics of the African American aesthetic is the “will to adorn” 
(Hurston 1934). Dress and body adornment are expressive art forms firmly grounded in the 
history and experiences of African-descended populations. They have been shaped by the 
legacies of slavery, by the Civil Rights Movement, and more recently by the migrations of the 
African diaspora. The vibrant African regalia worn by the African dancers and many other 
festival performers provide an aesthetic reference to a style that counters Westernized dress. This 
not only offers an alternative perspective on style and dress, but also communicates a pride in 
embracing and celebrating a unity with Africa.  
This aesthetic of relationship is further served by embellishment. Hairstyles in particular 
have emerged as symbols of cultural liberation from the second-class social status that many 
African Americans associate with the “process/perm” (Wiggins 1987, 78). Cornrow and 
dreadlocks wearers adapt these African-derived hairstyles to their national identity. Latasha 
Brown, for example, used the AACF as a space to embody her idea of Africanness through her 
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hairstyle. It wasn’t only her hair, though—she also performed her racial pride through her 
strategic use of cowry shells. These shells, in many African cultures, serve as an African female 
symbol (Mitchem 2007). In West African and African-descended communities in North and 
South America, cowries symbolize the power of destiny and prosperity. Latasha chose to wear 
them as “a representation of African beauty.” These kinds of symbols, images, and messages 
displayed on the body create a context for evoking affiliation with like-minded people; all of 
their conventional and invented aesthetic qualities are lent to this purpose.  
The embodiment of Africa through dress and adornment is the epitome of festival “showing 
out.” As enacted on the body, the sacred is conveyed with visible, palpable directness; it is 
literally and figuratively “fleshed out.”2 Most importantly, the sacred is socialized through the 
body and brought into the world of human interaction, where it can have an effect not only in the 
heightened frame of the festival, but also on the daily course of living (Turner 1999, 79). 
Wiggins offers historical context for this practice, arguing that because clothing in enslaved 
communities was a ubiquitous symbol of servitude, the neat dress of ex-slave paraders at 
emancipation festivals served as an important symbol of their emancipated status. He notes that 
shedding slave garments and adorning themselves in colorful forbidden clothing served as a 
freedom rite (1987, 77). This same idea unfolds in today’s festivals, where dress and adornment 
offer opportunities to embody ideas of Afrocentricity.  
At the AACF, this concept is exemplified in designer Lilian Danieli’s booth featuring her 
African clothing line. Danieli sells East African women’s apparel that brings together vibrant, 
handcrafted fabrics from Tanzania with a more Europeanized style. Danieli’s cotton, hand-
                                                     
2 When I use the term “sacred,” I’m pointing to the physical and psychological diasporic spaces 
where African Americans can safely congregate to bolster levels of resiliency. We can talk about 
this as a social sacred. 
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stitched Kanga and Kitenge cloths hang alongside her uniquely designed dashikis, dresses, skirts, 
suits, jackets, and hand bags. Her tent is full, both because festival visitors know that her 
garments are authentic, and also because the majority of her pieces have Swahili proverbs 
written all over them. One of her dresses, for instance, bears the proverb “HABA NA HABA 
HUJAZA KIBABA,” which means, “Little by little fills up the measure,” a message particularly 
germane to a community that has historically been denied access to wealth. The clothes and 
messages create a sense of connection to African traditions, and in so doing make many festival 
visitors feel a sense of belonging. 
The active decolonization of the mind, body, and soul from Eurocentric aesthetics is a vital 
part of the “showing out” behavior performed at the festival site. Another domain in which this 
decolonization symbolically happens—one deeply connected to body adornment—is that of 
Afrocentric wellness products. A rich body of folk cures, home remedies, and natural care 
products are part of the culturally accumulated knowledge of black people throughout the 
diaspora. The history of exclusion from western medicine, blended with deep-seated cultural 
beliefs, combine to create a fertile ground for a black alternative health-care market. Self-care 
products such as dye-, alcohol-, and fragrance-free soaps, shea and cocoa butters, oils, and 
creams are offered as an alternative to Westernized products. Herbal remedies, aromatherapy 
products, salves, balms, and essential oils present themselves as objects of healing. The use of 
such products—many of which are grounded in folk healing traditions—has long held an 
important place in African American communities. They become part of the knowledge base on 
which black women and men—consciously or not—consume blackness at the festival, further 
affirming an African identity 
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The last domain of performative behavior foregrounded at African American cultural 
festivals is storytelling. The deep legacy of the West African griot, and of holding the 
community’s history in an oral instead of written form, unquestionably finds contemporary voice 
through such oral forms as preaching, song, speeches, poetry, and rap (Wiggins 1987, 94). 
Wiggins argues that oral artistry was a key feature of early postbellum freedom celebrations, 
where it served to keep the African American saga alive in the minds of celebrants (1987,49). 
This legacy of narrative and historical storytelling is recreated at contemporary cultural festivals 
by way of creative living history performances. Performers appear in costume, regalia, and 
various forms of adornment to enact folktales, oral histories, proverbs, and other narratives. 
These performances provide opportunities for the elders to pass down their knowledge, and for 
the youth to connect with and learn more about their history.  
A key thread that winds through so many of these forms of “showing out” is spirituality. 
From Baba Chuck’s commanding call to reverential silence before the libation, to the evocative 
presence of meaning-filled cowries and African proverbs, to the open declaration of curative 
powers in the health-care products, the spiritual is everywhere invoked. Such invocation—
captured in ceremonial performances, symbolic objects and images, and ritual enactments—
provides a source of vital engagement and exchange with powers seen and unseen. The 
relationships between body and soul, individuals and communities, and human life with the 
greater universe are sketched out and given meaning in these understandings.  Together, these 
dimensions lend an overwhelming sense of the spiritual at the festival. 
Behaviors specific to the festival setting invite us to think about performance as a fitting lens 
for exploring festival as a space of social belonging. The festival encourages agentive, 
performative behavior, and in so doing creates a space that lends itself to “showing out.” For 
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African Americans, the ability to remove the proverbial veil and to express themselves in an 
unencumbered way is integral to the process of reworking grief. Thinking about the 
transformative power of performance is a useful way to think about the transformation that 
African Americans undergo when they’re able to gather in spaces where such performances live 
and “show out,” creating a space of acceptance and belonging. This space, in turn, contributes to 
festival visitors’ ability to shed their own inhibitions and “show out” themselves as acts of 
liberation. Next, we must examine how the transformative power of such performances allow for 









IV. SHOWING OURSELVES APPROVED 
What is the impact of “showing out”?  
Tony Craddock’s presence could not be denied as he sat in the eating area of the Family 
Village, draped in a striking royal blue, from his personalized fraternity hat to his special-order 
shoes. Much like Latasha and her extravagant hairstyle, it was clear that Tony’s appearance was 
meant to communicate a statement about blackness, and specifically about his proud membership 
in the black fraternity Phi Beta Sigma. I initially approached Tony because of his outfit and his 
representation of a black Greek letter organizations at the festival. After learning why he and his 
foster son Eryc were attending the festival, however, our discussion followed a different path.  
Tony and Eryc sat enjoying the last of their ice cream cones, seemingly on break from all 
the festivities on their second day of the event. As former educators, Tony and his wife 
Casaundra had brought their foster son Eryc to the festival explicitly to expose him to as much 
African American culture as possible; they invested a weekend trip for this purpose. Eryc, who 
stood about 5’8”, was tall and slim, with a light caramel brown skin tone, brown eyes, and a 
close-cut hairstyle that made him appear as someone who would be described as African 
American. Eryc, however, was born and raised in North Carolina’s Robeson County, an area 
heavily populated by Lumbee peoples, and had only ever identified as Native American. The 
Craddocks, who identified themselves as African Americans, understood Eryc to be biracial, of 
both Native and African American heritage; at the same time, they recognized that Eryc’s 
appearance favored his African American lineage. They wanted to help Eryc embrace and 
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connect with his African American identity, and they thought that the immersive experience in 
African American culture made possible by the festival would aid them in this effort.  
“I wanted to expose him to African American culture, and help him to get his own 
experience of this nature,” Tony said. “From him being from a different world culture, part 
Native American and part African American, I just wanted to make sure that he identifies with 
his African American identity as well.”  
The 2015 AACF was the first event that Eryc had ever experienced that celebrated African 
American culture. He admitted that when he first approached the festival site, he was both afraid 
and intimidated by the cacophony of sounds and the bustling array of people. “I was a little 
scared at first, because it was just a lot of people, and I had never seen so many Black people at 
one time,” Eryc confided. “Where I come from, everybody kind of keeps to themselves. You 
know, we don’t really do anything like this, so this is pretty exciting.” 
In considering how festivals transform into spaces of social belonging, I wondered whether 
Eryc felt embraced by the festival. “I usually say that I’m Native American first; then I’ll go into 
the African American,” Eryc affirmed. “When I first came to their [the Craddock’s] home, I 
identified as Native American. And they were, like, ‘When people look at the color of your skin, 
they’re going to say that you are Black.’ I didn’t understand that at first, and it kind of made me a 
little upset, because I was, like, ‘I’m Native American.’ That’s what I’ve always identified as, 
and so, this [festival] is a learning experience.” 
Wanting to fully understand Eryc’s position, I pressed further and asked if there was 
anything specific about the festival that resonated with him? “I have to learn how to identify with 
my African American side and not just my Native American side. I also have to learn how to 
identify as African American,” Eryc responded. 
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 Eryc’s identity struggle was obvious in his demeanor and his responses throughout our 
conversation; it was also clear, though, that the festival had sparked an excited curiosity in him, 
as he sought to discover more about his African American identity. This was precisely what the 
Craddocks had hoped would happen. They recognized that festivals could be spaces of social 
transformation, and hoped that the powerful embrace offered by the festival’s pervasive 
“showing out” would resonate with Eryc, sparking a place of recognition and deep settling. “A 
lot of the young people we work with come from broken homes, come from homes where they 
may be fortunate to get out of their own communities. This is this young man’s [pointing to 
Eryc] first time here. He came yesterday and he was fearful; we came today [because] he asked if 
he could come back today. So that’s a positive experience that I want to see grow,” Tony 
affirmed. 
IV.1: The Transformative Power of Performance 
From the various perspectives on festival examined thus far, we see that celebrants show up 
seeking different things from the festival space. In the story of the Craddocks, we find a family 
coming to the festival seeking transformation. The Craddocks identified the festival site as a 
space where Eryc would have an opportunity not only to observe, but also to viscerally share the 
experience of African American cultural identity, as it emerged from spectacular displays of 
material, social and aesthetic practice. The participatory ethos and multisensory performances 
inspired by the festival are constitutive of diasporic identity and community; their potential to 
evoke shared emotions—mediated by an enveloping surround of “showing out”—is precisely 
what led the Craddocks to bring their son to the festival. They wanted him to have an immersive, 
multisensory experience of blackness, and hoped that Eryc would observe and absorb the pride 
and power that comes from “showing out” in praise of African ancestry. They hoped that this 
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experiential immersion, in turn, would help him understand what he could be. In the Craddocks’ 
example, we can see how the agentive quality of “showing out” carries the socio-psychological 
potential for transformation. The Craddocks came to the festival with this idea in mind, seeking 
to help Eryc transform into someone who thinks of himself as African American.  
In the midst of this experience, Eryc expressed a range of emotional responses, from the 
exuberance of feeling Black power, to the sober reflection on that power’s deep association with 
grief and trauma. Having grown up in a region where racist definitions always presented African 
Americans as disdained and disempowered, Eryc almost certainly recognized that part of the 
process of ‘belonging’ entails stepping into this othering narrative, and thus sharing the grief that 
comes with identifying as black.  
The process of “making something of our grief” is what psychotherapist Miriam Greenspan 
calls “grieving mindfully” (cited in Fullilove 2004, 226-227). In Mindy Fullilove’s elaboration of 
this concept, she points to the relationship between grief and celebration. Describing the historic 
creation of black ghettos in the wake of the Great Migration, she argues that this process had two 
consequences for African Americans: first, that that ghettos became the centers for black life; 
and second, that the walls of the ghetto, like other symbols of segregation, became objects of 
hatred (Fullilove 2004, 27). Yet despite these harsh circumstances, people chose to make their 
lives as vibrant and happy as they possibly could, and they worked especially hard to help the 
gifted realize their potential (Fullilove 2004, 27). “Grieving mindfully” became about building 
community and shepherding a different future. “In that process,” Fullilove asserts, “we stop that 
part of the downward spiral which is propelled by the weight of unshed tears” (2004, 227). 
For an environment to lift the spirit, attention must be focused on opportunities for 
relatedness. The festival works to re-form the web of relationships. There is safety in the 
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community of the festival, allowing the festival to become a space of regeneration. Within such 
an environment, people can recover and prosper. It’s this shared recognition that the festival can 
be a space for reworking grief that brings us to the booth of Antionetta Kenion.  
IV.2: “These festivals pull it all together” 
Of all the booths in the vendors’ marketplace, Antionetta’s was the most alluring. The three 
tables that outlined her booth each displayed an exotic collection of healing products. The front 
table displayed an assortment of colorful gemstones that ranged from large jagged cuts of 
amethyst to medium and small cuts of amber, onyx, turquoise, jade, opal, and moonstone. 
Antionetta had fashioned a beguiling collection of gemstone jewelry that filled the table on the 
right side of her booth, while an assortment of candles, oils, incense, and soaps rounded out the 
table on the left. The inside of her booth looked and felt like an entry point into the realm of 
African spirituality. Separate from her vending tables, Antionetta set up another smaller, private 
table in the back of her booth that was dressed with candles, stones, oils, and various unidentified 
bottled liquids that she used in her palm reading practice.  
As festival visitors stopped up to her booth, she explained the various types of gemstones 
that she offered and the healing properties that each of these stones yielded for those who carried 
them close to their bodies. While some of the marketplace shoppers were clearly new to the idea 
of healing stones, others seemed to already understand the stones’ healing effects and 
approached Antionetta’s booth delighted at the opportunity to purchase additional ones. There 
seemed to be an unspoken understanding that healing stones needed to stay in close proximity to 
the body, as various shoppers pulled them from safely tucked-away places, reaching for their 
necklaces, or drawing them from small drawstring pouches carried in their pants, shirt pockets, 
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socks, and sometimes bras. There was clearly a culture of spirituality and Afrocentricity 
connected to the collecting of healing stones. 
 
 
Antionetta introduced herself to me as a spiritual healer and palm reader. As a North 
Carolina native, she had been aware of AACF for years, but had never participated in the festival 
until this year, because—as she explained—she wasn’t a person who appreciated large crowds. 
She chose this year to participate, however, because she saw it as a great opportunity for an 
independent small-business owner to see what the community had to offer. In her opening words, 
Antionetta instantly identified the AACF as a representation of community. After she described 
the festival as a space where she could check the community’s temperature and see what it had to 
offer, I asked her what she felt—after two days at the event—the AACF offered to the 
community.  
While Antionetta listed many purposes of the festival, one comment in particular completely 
shifted the direction of our conversation. Among other things, Antionetta saw the AACF’s role, 
like that of other similar festivals, as healing the community. “Not just physical, but spiritual, as 
well as mental—the healing is very important,” Antionetta said conclusively. “The festivals 
introduce healing that most of us may not be aware we even need.”  
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Thus far, this thesis has explored how festivals become spaces of social belonging that 
create opportunities for transformative experiences. Antionetta, though, took this process a step 
further, presenting festivals as spaces of healing. “For us, some of our so-called communities are 
sick. If your family is broken; you’ve got children on top of children; they’re not servicing your 
neighborhoods; you got street lights broke; all these cops are riding around; they’ve got drugs 
and everything else—you’re not going to feel like you’re welcome, like you’re at home. So you 
can’t get healing, or feel whole or important, if your communities are broken.” In highlighting 
issues that plague many African American communities, Antionetta’s description parallels 
Fullilove’s analysis of the ways that urban renewal has left African Americans feeling displaced 
and marginalized within impoverished inner-city neighborhoods. “At the festival, we have all the 
elements of the things integral for making things whole. So we don’t have to look outside for 
something else. These festivals pull it together.”  
When I asked how this “pulling together” yielded healing, Antionetta pointed to the fullness 
of the festival. “The stuff we’re offering [in the vendor’s marketplace]—the different mementos, 
and the different healing products—it’s allowing you to put yourself in balance,” Antionetta 
affirmed. “Seeing art—art dumps a couple things in your mind, and makes your spirit move. 
Dancing, all these things connecting back to natural elements. It connects us to the elements 
[both physical and meta-physical]. The drums going and trumpets going, putting us in a rhythm, 
and it’s a natural rhythm. So it’s putting us back in balance.”  
While Antionetta laid out some ways in which elements at the festival fostered moments of 
transformation, I still wondered how this all related to healing the community as a whole. “For 
me, it’s being around people that look like me, vibrate like me, talk like me, dance like me, move 
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like me—it makes you feel like you’re not different. It makes you feel like you’re part of 
something. And that’s what community is supposed to do,” she declared. 
Antionetta’s comments point to the communal experience at festivals that anthropologist 
Victor Turner calls communitas: the feeling of a community coming together in such a way that 
individuals’ divided experiences of the everyday could never foster (Noyes 1993, 138). What did 
Antionetta think this communal connection achieved for festival visitors? “It’s supposed to make 
you feel like you’re a part of something,” she explained. “Being around people like you allows 
you to feel like nothing’s wrong with you, you’re perfect. Not perfect in the sense that everything 
is right, but perfect as in, ‘you fit.’ It’s like a puzzle we all come together to fit. Because every 
other time, it feels like we’re forcing ourselves to fit into something, or we have to act a certain 
way. [Here,] we can just be ourselves. That’s what it takes in order to be comfortable, and it’s 
comfortable because it’s like family.”  
“Even though I may not know you, but I’ve seen you somewhere, and I can say, ‘hey, how 
you doing?’, and it’s not you’re not taking offense to it. You’re, ‘hey, how you doing? Feel like I 
know you,’ and give each other a hug, and speak on certain things and feel like I made a 
connection. That’s important,” she asserted.  
Antionetta’s reflections took our conversation full circle to the re-creation of “homeplace” 
(hooks 1990) at the festival, to creating a space of communal consciousness and belonging. Her 
keen spiritual insights informed her analysis of the festival as a site for creating the types of 
social interactions and exchanges that contributed to spiritual balance, and by extension, to 
healing from the traumas of what she called “broken communities.” “All that is spiritual,” 
Antionetta said, sweeping her arm across the festival site. “We are community-based people. 
You see that all around the world. Coming to these types of festivals allows you to see how 
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we’re all different and how we’re all the same. So that’s why these things are important. These 
festivals pull it all together.” 
 
 
IV.3: Cultural Festivals as Milieu Therapy 
The description of festival that Antionetta lays out illustrates some key points about the 
ways that festivals function as sites for reworking grief. Until this point, this thesis has explored 
how festivals serve as sites for reworking the grief that arises from the historical and continuing 
trauma experienced in African American communities. But it hasn’t yet explained the 
mechanism by with this healing actually occurs. Antionetta’s reflections on the AACF describes 
a space where healing happens because of the experience of community. In essence, she presents 
the festival as a very particular milieu, one that fosters a deep settling of spirit, a “putting back 
together,” a feeling of “wholeness.” In these moments, African American participants are able to 
settle into themselves, and to leave behind the grief that necessarily accompanies the everyday 
experience of social exclusion. 
This bring us back to Mindy Fullilove. “I have seen people in many towns and cities 
working to reconnect after root shock,” she explains. “Whether it was building a labyrinth, or 
holding a flea market, they were gathering together as neighbors to re-form the web of 
relationships. Within such a moment people can recover and prosper” (Fullilove 2006, 228). 
Fullilove then likens these moments of reconnection—of creating healing milieus—to the 
process of “milieu therapy.”  
Milieu therapy contends that positive spaces of social acceptance, support, and care can be 
eminently therapeutic, and thus encourages the creation of therapeutic communities to effect 
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healing. Fullilove draws on this concept when discussing the “reworking of grief through joy” 
(2006, 226), pointing to communities that are seeking ways to cope with and recover from the 
long-lasted damage and traumatic effects of urban renewal. She suggests that in the process of 
recovery, communities create urban milieus that generate communal support and a bonding form 
of social capital. The therapeutic effects that Fullilove describes are precisely parallel to the 
transformative interactions that happen at festivals.  
A key presupposition of milieu therapy is that the proper environment can exert a vital force 
of its own on all those who are exposed to it. Milieu therapists strategically use the physical and 
social environment to promote therapeutic interactions and positive patient outcomes (Delaney 
2009, 23). They do so by immersing participants in small, structured, community-like 
environments focused on helping them develop skills and behaviors that will enable them to live 
healthier lives in a larger society. The “milieu” in milieu therapy is thus essentially an 
experiential living-learning environment.  
This is quite different, of course, from the environment of a festival. But the guiding 
principles of milieu therapy point to the same features that festival participants identify as central 
to the African American festival experience. Health journalist Rebecca Joy Stanborough 
describes milieu therapy’s three core principles as: the creation of a safe, structured environment; 
activities that offer opportunities for learning coping skills; and peer communication as the key 
therapeutic vehicle (Stanborough 2020, 1-2). Stanborough explains that milieu treatment strives 
to create supportive, caring environments in which people can talk with each other about their 
experiences as they move through the day. The therapeutic goal, in turn, is to strengthen clients’ 
confidence in their ability to handle stressors in their larger social worlds (Stanborough 2020, 2). 
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The similarities between this and Antionetta’s comments about the healing power of the 
festival—asserting that “it’s putting us back in balance”—are unavoidable. 
I would argue that the heightened engagement between festival celebrants, the communal 
experiences at the event, and the overall festival environment act, in essence, as a temporary 
form of milieu therapy. Much like in milieu therapy, the festival creates a sense of safety in a 
dedicated environment, where relationships between like-minded people readily form, creating 
feelings of belonging. Those immersed in the festival environment experience a sense of kinship 
(“it’s like family,” says Antionetta) and communal support from those taking part with them. The 
individual and communal belonging that festival visitors experience generates enhanced self‐
esteem, reassuring them of their “normality” in a public space that’s set apart from a world 
where regular opportunities for inclusion and belonging are rare. Historian Robin Kelley calls 
this sense of belonging “congregation,” arguing that it enables black communities to construct 
and enact a sense of solidarity (1994, 45). Such opportunities for cultural affirmation allow the 
whole community to satisfy a need for emotional healing by re-working their shared grief into 
something positive.  
The African American cultural festival, in short, offers a special kind of healing by 
providing the opportunity for participants to celebrate in, and show themselves approved in, 
communion and solidarity. When all of these things coming together in a convivial setting, the 









V: CONCLUSION: FESTIVALS AS SITES OF HEALING 
 
Here's a chance to dance our way 
Out of our constrictions 
Gonna be freakin’! 
Up and down 
Hang up alley way 
With the groove our  
Only guide 
We shall all be moved 
Ready or not, here we come 
Gettin’ down on the one 
Which we believe in 
One nation under a groove 
Gettin’ down just for the funk of it 
One nation and we’re on the move 
Nothin’ can stop us now 
— Funkadelic 1978 
If there was ever a song that epitomized what it means to “show out,” it would be 
Funkadelic’s One Nation Under a Groove. In the song, Funk pioneer George Clinton recites the 
lyric of a people who have endured ages of suffering and trauma, and who find themselves 
presented with an opportunity to turn the pain of that upheaval into a moment of unencumbered 
affirmation of their identity. Here's a chance to dance our way out of our constrictions. . . . Feet, 
don’t fail me now!  This catchy, pulsating, polyrhythmic, Funk extends an opportunity for us—as 
African Americans—to “show out” who we really are and dance our way out of our constrictions 
as people socially excluded to the margins of American society. We can create this moment, 
dance the dance of African drums, field hollers, and freedom runs, so Feet don’t fail me now. We 
can dance the dance of meat-seasoned mustard, turnip, and collard greens, pit Bar B Que, and 
butter beans, so Feet don’t fail me now.  We can dance the dance of great migration, inner-city 
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blues, and the continued fight for integration, so Feet don’t fail me now. We can dance our way 
out of our constriction in one unified African utopian nation under a suppressed, but intrinsic 
groove of our Africanity, getting down and “showing out” our unique ability to bring rhythm, 
music, and movement into a collective synergy of artistic expression, just for the exuberating 
Black excellence in the funk of it, and in this moment, nothing can stop us now. This is all about 
coming together and “showing out,” which is so integral to African Americans’ ability to 
confront and heal from historical trauma.  
 In a land that has always been hostile to people of darker complexions, a land of 
constrictions, code-switching is a necessary survival tactic (DuBois 1961, 53). In many public 
spaces, African Americans cannot allow their true selves to come out, as this would make them 
dangerously vulnerable. In response, African Americans have long created alternative spaces 
where they could be free to outwardly express their unencumbered Africanity. One such space is 
the festival. The festive frame calls attention to, and allows, a specialized way of acting and 
interacting with those in attendance, a “showing out” that invites explicit performances of 
culture. This frame encourages the musical performers, vendors, artists, and people attending to 
bring the Africa within them out for the world to see. Through this shared “showing out,” the 
festival becomes a site where people are able to claim and exercise an unfettered sense of their 
own cultural effectiveness. Participants—feeling communion with like-minded people—can 
express festive resistance through joy, rejuvenating their spirits while presenting themselves in 
one consciousness.  
Ultimately, the aesthetics of the festival—captured in its energy, its conversations, its 
performances, its look, and its feel—nourish an intimacy and a sense of unity of African and 
African American culture. For a people who have been enslaved, tortured, criminalized, and 
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disenfranchised, this is a space that make them feel human. They come seeking things that make 
them feel alive and part of something bigger than themselves. In gathering to acknowledge the 
past and celebrate the present, festivalgoers continue a tradition of defying white authority and 
all the systems that for so long have belittled their community, by taking a festive “timeout” 
from the domination of mind, body and soul. Replicating “homeplace” allows the otherwise 
invisible to become visible in a space that is markedly African American, thus enhancing the 
possibilities for transformative communication through a language of sights and sounds. As 
people become more mindful of what they have lost, they remember their pride and happiness, 
and are thus able to express their joy in a convivial setting. The nourishment found in this 
moment re-works the grief and trauma from generations of loss into a celebration of resilience, 
unity, and social acceptance. Herein lies the healing, providing a foundation from which 
attendees can return to their daily lives feeling renewed in their heritage. 
While this thesis has focused on African American cultural festivals as spaces for re-
working grief and for healing historical trauma, these same processes are operative in other 
spaces as well. Historically, we can think about ring shouts and praise services at brush arbors, or 
point to early Emancipation celebrations, as facilitating healing. Or we can expand our thinking 
to consider contemporary exercise classes where African-inspired rhythms and movements 
create a space for healing, or cycling and step classes fueled by New Orleans style Bounce music 
and southern Trap music, or even line dancing. In all these activities, participants are able to 
transform the space by moving and dancing to African-influenced music. Large natural haircare 
and Black vegan conventions—such as Baltimore’s Natural Hair Care Expo and the National 
Afro Vegan Society Conference—do much the same thing, coming together around healthy 
lifestyle ideologies that decolonize Westernized diets, self-care practices, and medicines.  
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Thinking about what we can learn from these safe havens opens up different avenues for 
exploring the ways that healing happens in contemporary cultural milieus. Uncovering these 
avenues is part of the work of understanding the complexities that comprise and define the 
relationship between Africa and its diaspora in the current moment, a moment of individual and 
collective psychic and spiritual alienation that began with the slave trade and enslavement and 
continues into the present-day. Future research that explores African American healing spaces 
will undoubtedly inform the work of moving beyond alienation and towards reunification, and 
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